ACCESS 2000 Project Two Review

True/False

_____ A query is a question represented in a way that Access can understand.

_____ Queries are created by making entries in a special window called a Select Query window.

_____ The general name for the type of approach that Access uses for querying a database is QBE which means Query-By-Example.

_____ If the wrong field is inadvertently placed in the grid, click Delete on the Query menu to remove it.

_____ To execute or run a query, click the Run button on the Query Design toolbar.

_____ The set of records that makes up the answer to a query will be displayed in Form view.

_____ The set of records that makes up the answer to a query is an actual table that is stored on disk.

_____ To return to Design view after viewing the results of a query, click the View button arrow on the Query Datasheet toolbar and then click Design View.

_____ Microsoft Access does not allow you to save queries.

_____ The simplest way to include all fields in a query is to double-click the asterisk in the field list.

_____ When the asterisk (*) is double-clicked in the field list to display all fields in a query, Access places the name of the table in the first column of the design grid.

_____ To clear all the entries in the design grid, click Erase Grid on the Edit menu.

_____ To use text data in criteria, it is necessary to enclose the text in quotation marks.

_____ The wildcard symbols available for use in a query are the double period (..) and the question mark (?).

_____ The asterisk (*) wildcard represents any collection of characters.

_____ The question mark (?) wildcard represents any collection of characters.

_____ To find all marinas whose names begin with Ne, enter LIKE Ne? in the Criteria row of the design grid.

_____ To find all marinas located in either the city of Burton or Burten, enter LIKE Burt?n in the Criteria row of the design grid.

_____ To enter a criterion for a particular field without displaying the field in the results of the query, include the field in the design grid, enter the criterion, and remove the check mark from its Show check box.

_____ To find all marinas whose non-warranty amount is $0.00, enter 0 as a criterion for the Non-warranty field.

_____ If no comparison operator is entered in a field, Access searches for records with a matching or equal value.

_____ Comparison operators such as greater than (>) and less than (<)only can be used with numeric fields.

_____ The comparison operators available for queries in Access are > (greater than), < (less than), >= (greater than or equal to), <= (less than or equal to), and NOT (not equal to).

_____ To find all marinas whose warranty amount is less than $1,000.00, enter <$1000 as the criterion for the Warranty field.

_____ To create a compound criterion using AND, enter each criterion on the same line.

_____ To create a compound criterion using OR, enter each criterion on the same line.

_____ To sort query results, specify the sort order in the Sort row of the design grid underneath the field that is the sort key.

_____ If more than one sort key is specified in a query, the sort key on the right will be the major key and the sort key on the left will be the minor key.

_____ To sort records by city within state, specify state as the major sort key and city as the minor sort key.

_____ If a query is sorted by more than one sort key, both sort keys must specify the same sort order.

_____ By default, Access includes duplicates in the results of a query.

_____ To omit duplicates from a query, use the Properties command and change the Unique Values property to Yes.

_____ When two tables are joined in a query, Access draws a line between matching fields in the two tables.

_____ To add an additional table to a query, click Add Table on the shortcut menu for the upper pane of the Select Query window.

_____ When two tables are joined in a query, it is not necessary to include the matching field from both tables in the design grid in order for the join to work.

_____ To include calculated fields in a query, enter a name for the calculated field, a colon, and then the expression in one of the columns in the Field row.

_____ Parentheses cannot be included in a calculated field.

_____ When an expression is entered for a calculated field, the field names used in the expression must be enclosed in square brackets [ ].

_____ Calculated fields can be the result of computations involving addition and subtraction only.

_____ To display the entire entry for a calculated field, select the column in the Field row, right-click to display the shortcut menu, and then click Zoom.

_____ To use a built-in statistic in a query, include the statistic in the Total row in the design grid.

_____ Access only supports the built-in statistics: COUNT, SUM, AVG, MAX, and MIN.

_____ To include the Total row in the design grid, right-click the grid, and then click Totals on the shortcut menu.

_____ To find the smallest non-warranty amount for a marina, select SMALL as the entry in the Totals row for the Non-warranty column.

_____ To calculate the average warranty amount for marinas of technician 49, select AVG as the entry in the Total row for the Warranty column, select Where as the entry in the Total row for the Tech Number column, and enter 49 in the Criteria row for the Tech Number field.

_____ To calculate the total non-warranty amount for clients of technician 49, select TOTAL as the entry in the Total row for the Non-warranty column, select Where as the entry in the Total row for the Tech Number column, and enter 49 in the Criteria row for the Tech Number field.

_____ To indicate grouping in Access, select Group By as the entry in the Total row for the field to be used for grouping.

_____ Grouping means creating groups of records that share some common characteristic.

_____ Only queries that do not include statistics can be saved.

_____ To save a query, click the Save button on the toolbar after the query has been created and then assign a name to the query.

Fill in the appropriate answer.

A question that is asked of Access or any other database management system is called a(n) __________.

Queries are created by making entries in a special window called a(n) __________ window.

The general name for the type of approach that Access uses for querying a database is QBE, which means __________.


The most widespread of all the query languages is a language called __________.

To print the results of a query, click the __________ button on the Query Datasheet toolbar.

To include all fields in a query, double-click the __________ in the field list in the upper pane of the Select Query window.

The __________ wildcard represents any collection of characters.

The __________ wildcard represents any individual character.

To find all marinas whose marina number starts with A, enter __________ as the criterion for the Marina Number field.

To find all marinas located in the city of Torino or Torina, enter __________ as the criterion for the Marina Number field.

To find all marinas with a non-warranty amount of $520.00, enter __________ as the criterion for the Non-warranty field.

To find all marinas with a warranty amount of $500.00 or less, enter __________ as the criterion for the Warranty field.

To find all marinas with non-warranty amounts greater than $0.00, enter __________ as the criterion for the Non-warranty field.

To create a compound criterion using __________, enter each criterion on the same line.

To create a compound criterion using __________, enter each criterion on a separate line.

If more than one sort key is specified in a query, the sort key on the left will be the __________ key and the sort key on the right will be the __________ key.

To sort records by city within state, specify city as the __________ sort key and state as the __________ sort key.

To omit duplicates from a query, use the Properties command and change the __________ property to Yes.

To add an additional table to a query, click __________ on the shortcut menu for the upper pane of the Select Query window.

If two tables have matching fields, that is, fields with the same name, Access draws a line called a(n) __________ line between the matching fields to indicate that the tables are related.

When an expression is entered for a calculated field, the field names used in the expression must be enclosed in __________.

To display the entire entry for a calculated field, select the column in the Field row, right-click to display the shortcut menu, and then click __________.

To remove a table to a query, click ___________ on the shortcut menu for the upper pane of the Select Query window.

To find the smallest value in a field, use the __________ built-in statistic.

To include the Total row in the design grid, right-click the grid, and then click _________ on the shortcut menu.

To find the largest non-warranty amount for a marina, select ___________ as the entry in the Totals row for the Non-warranty column.

To use a built-in statistic in a query, include the statistic in the __________ row in the design grid.

To calculate the total warranty amount for marinas of technician 23, select ___________ as the entry in the Total row for the Warranty column, select Where as the entry in the Total row for the Tech Number column, and enter 23 in the Criteria row for the Tech Number field.

To indicate grouping in Access, select ___________ as the entry in the Total row for the field to be used for grouping.

___________ means creating groups of records that share some common characteristic.

To save a query, click the ___________ button on the toolbar after the query has been created and then assign a name to the query.

You create a query by making entries in a special window called a(n) __________ window.

The general name for the type of approach that Access uses for querying a database is QBE, which means __________.

If the wrong field is placed in the grid inadvertently, click Delete on the __________ menu to remove it.

To execute or run a query, click the __________ button on the Query Design toolbar.

The set of records that make up the answer to a query will be displayed in __________ view.

To clear all the entries in the design grid, click _________on the Edit menu.

The wildcard symbols available for use in a query are the __________ and the __________.

Less than (<), greater than (>), and NOT (not equal to) are examples of __________.

To omit duplicates from a query, use the Properties command and change the Unique Values property to __________.

Use a query to __________ tables; that is to find record in two tables that have identical values in matching fields.

To add an additional table to a query, click _________ on the shortcut menu for the upper pane of the Select Query window.

When an expression is entered for a calculated field, the field names used in the expression must be enclosed in __________.

To remove a table from a query, click _________ on the shortcut menu for the upper pane of the Select Query window.

To display the entire entry for a calculated field, select the column in the Field row, right-click to display the shortcut menu, and then click _________.

To use a built-in statistic in a query, include the statistic in the _________ row in the design grid.

To include the Total row in the design grid, right-click the grid, and then click ________on the shortcut menu.

To find the largest warranty amount for a marina, select __________ as the entry in the Totals row for the Warranty column.

To calculate the average warranty amount for marinas of technician 36, select _________ as the entry in the Total row for the Warranty column, select Where as the entry in the Total row for the Tech Number column, and enter 36 in the Criteria row for the Tech Number field.

To calculate the total warranty amount for clients of technician 36, select __________ as the entry in the Total row for the Warranty column, select Where as the entry in the Total row for the Tech Number column, and enter 36 in the Criteria row for the Tech Number field.

To indicate grouping in Access, select __________ as the entry in the Total row for the field to be used for grouping.

To save a query, click the __________ button on the toolbar after the query has been created and then assign a name to the query.

